
INTRODUCTION
As required by the Clean Air Act,1 the U.S. Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA) is developing regulations 
to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from existing 
power plants, which are responsible for about 40 percent 
of U.S. emissions (see Figure 1).2 President Obama, as 
part of his June 2013 Climate Action Plan, directed EPA 
to propose regulations by June 2014 and finalize them a 
year later.3 (As directed by the president, EPA proposed 
regulations for new power plants in September 2013.)4 

The new rules will be among the major factors influ-
encing the cost, reliability, and environmental impact 
of U.S. electricity in the years ahead. Cutting emissions 
from the power sector is critical if the United States is to 
cut emissions 17 percent between 2005 and 2020, as the 
president has committed.5,6

EPA has already established standards to significantly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from cars and light 

trucks, largely through gradual improvements in fuel 
economy.7 Regulating power plant emissions, however, is 
more complex. First, the existing fleet of fossil-fuel power 
plants is diverse in fuel type (generally natural gas8 or 
coal9), and the type of plant used to convert the fuel into 
electricity (varying in age, technology, and frequency of 
use).10 Second, EPA is proceeding under a provision of 
the Clean Air Act, Section 111(d),11 that has only been 
used a handful of times.12 This means EPA has relatively 
little precedent to rely on.

In crafting its approach per the mandate of Section 
111(d), EPA must seek to strike a balance that is environ-
mentally effective, affordable, not detrimental to grid 
reliability, and able to withstand legal challenge. This 
policy brief outlines some of the key issues the agency 
must address.
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is developing regulations to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions from existing power plants. These rules will guide states as they develop 
their own regulations. This is relatively novel territory for EPA and it must settle several 
major policy issues, in coordination with states, as the regulatory process moves forward. 

This policy brief explains EPA’s authority to regulate carbon dioxide from existing power 
plants, the roles of EPA and the states, and the major policy issues they face. The brief also 
discusses the types of measures regulated power plants may be allowed to take to comply 
with the applicable standard, including the potential role of tradable emission allowances. 
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FIGURE 1: 2012 U.S. CO2 Emissions

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Draft Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2012” (Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 2014), http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/usinventoryreport.html.
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KEY ISSUES
Federalism is the primary approach used for environ-
mental regulation in the United States. Under the Clean 
Air Act, rules are developed by EPA, and are generally 
implemented and enforced with a certain amount of 
flexibility by the states. Section 111(d) of the Clean Air 
Act appears to allow EPA to give the states even more 
flexibility than usual.

In the case of new power plants (regulated under Sec-
tion 111(b) of the Act), EPA has proposed a Carbon Pol-
lution Standard for New Power Plants13 (measured as tons 
of greenhouse gas emissions per megawatt-hour of elec-
tricity produced) that states would be required to apply 
at each regulated plant. States could choose to adopt and 
enforce more stringent standards,14 but otherwise would 
have little flexibility in implementing the EPA rules.

With existing power plants, on the other hand, EPA 
will establish “guidelines” that states must follow in 
developing their own State Implementation Plans (SIPs). 
Within these SIPs, states will set their own performance 
standards,15 though EPA’s guidelines will presumably 
include minimum performance standards that SIPs must 

achieve.16 EPA is also likely to develop a “model rule” that 
a state could choose to adopt as a means to implement 
the standard in its SIP. If a state instead implements its 
own approach, it would need to demonstrate that, in 
the aggregate, its plan achieves reductions equivalent to 
those delivered by EPA’s performance standards in order 
for EPA to approve its SIP. If a state does not submit 
an adequate SIP, the Clean Air Act dictates that EPA 
establish a Federal Implementation Plan (FIP) applying 
the performance standard to that state. If EPA develops 
a model rule for its guidelines, this may also be the basis 
for any FIPs it has to establish.

In developing greenhouse gas performance standards 
for existing power plants, EPA will have to address ques-
tions that fall into two broad categories: 

Establishing the scope for the standards. This includes 
the basis for the standards (e.g., whether to set them 
based strictly on what EPA finds to be achievable at the 
plant level, or take into account reduction measures oc-
curring beyond the “fence line” of the plant, discussed 
further below) and categories of standards (e.g., whether 
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to set different standards for different fuel sources and 
different plant types).

Establishing how emitters can comply. This includes 
specifying which types of actions will count toward 
compliance (e.g., whether demand-side efficiency mea-
sures will be a compliance pathway) and the regulatory 
programs states may use (e.g., market-based approaches 
such as trading).

A key question running through both sets of issues is 
whether EPA should look only “inside the fence line” (at 

the plant itself), or whether it should consider actions 
or options “outside the fence line” (e.g. demand-side 
energy efficiency) that might allow a more stringent and/
or cost-effective approach. EPA may choose to draw that 
line differently when it comes to standard-setting and 
to compliance. For example, it may allow going outside 
the fence line for compliance purposes to minimize the 
cost of meeting the standards, even if the standard is set 
based only on practices and measures inside the fence 
line. The environmental and economic outcomes of this 
rule depend on EPA’s responses to these questions.

SETTING THE STANDARD
By law, EPA must base its performance standard for exist-
ing power plants on “the best system of emission reduc-
tion which ... [EPA] has determined has been adequately 
demonstrated” for the types of facilities subject to the 
regulation.17 The brevity and lack of specificity of the 

language in Section 111(d) give EPA some latitude in de-
fining what “best system of emission reduction” (BSER) 
means for each regulated sector, but it is not clear to 
what degree, and every option is vulnerable to a legal 
challenge.  

FIGURE 2: Electric Power Sector CO2 Emissions

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Annual Energy Outlook 2014, Early Release Overview” (Washington, DC: U.S. Energy Information Administra-
tion, 2013), http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/er/index.cfm.
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LIKELY BSER OPTIONS

A very narrow approach to BSER would define it as a 
specific control technology applied at the plant level. 
At the other end of the spectrum, EPA could define 
BSER much more broadly, taking into account emission 
reduction possibilities throughout the electricity system, 
from generator to end user. Generally speaking, broader 
approaches that look outside the fence line make greater 
emission reductions achievable, but require EPA to move 
further from its wealth of experience in traditional plant-
level standard-setting. The basic options, summarized in 
Table 1, include:

BSER defined at plant-level without the use of different 
fuels

EPA would set a performance standard based on what is 
possible through efficiency improvements at the plant 
or other technology changes implemented at the plant. 
This would not include replacing some or all of the 
plant’s high-carbon fuels, such as coal, with low-carbon 
fuels, such as natural gas or biomass. This option would 
achieve the most modest levels of emission reductions 
due to the limited breadth of measures included. This 

approach mirrors what has been done for past applica-
tions of Section 111(d), making it the most familiar 
definition of BSER. Since this approach ignores many 
ways to reduce emissions in the power sector, it may be 
susceptible to the legal argument that EPA is shirking its 
responsibility to craft a meaningful rule and is essentially 
disregarding the “best” in BSER.

BSER defined at plant-level, including use of different 
fuels

EPA would set a performance standard based on what is 
possible through plant-level technologies or efficiency 
improvements, along with co-firing of biomass or biogas 
where possible, and switching from coal to gas where 
possible. The inclusion of co-firing and fuel-switching 
increases the magnitude of possible emission cuts. His-
torically, EPA has not based standards on fuel-switching 
when applying Section 111(d), nor has fuel-switching 
been required for stricter Clean Air Act provisions, 
known as Best Available Control Technology (BACT). 
The means that this approach may be vulnerable to a 
legal argument that the Clean Air Act does not authorize 
EPA to require fuel-switching.

FIGURE 3: Regulatory Sequence for Carbon Pollution Standards for Existing Power Plants

The figure above shows a scheduled timeline for regulating greenhouse gas emissions of existing power plants outlined by the Presidential 
Memorandum on Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards, along with subsequent steps included in the Clean Air Act.

Source: Presidential Memorandum -- Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standard, Compilation of Presidential Documents, DCPD-201300457 (June 25, 2013); 42 
U.S.C. § 7410 (2012). 
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BSER defined at power plant fleet

In the above two approaches, the “system” of BSER is 
inside the fence lines of individual power plants. In this 
approach, the system is the entire fleet of power plants or 
some subset thereof, such as the fleet within each state, 
or the fleet of each operator. EPA would set a standard 
based on what emission reductions are available by push-
ing low-emission gas plants to operate more often than 
they currently do and high-emission coal plants to oper-
ate less, in addition to making plant-level improvements. 
Since the system in this case encompasses many power 
plants, the emissions standard would not be set at the 
power plant level. Instead, a standard would be set at the 
fleet level, though plant-level standards could be derived 
and assigned to individual plants. While this approach 
could drive significant, cost-effective emission reductions 
due to the difference in emissions between coal and gas 
plants, EPA has not previously used a fleet-wide approach 
in Section 111(d) rules. This approach may be chal-
lenged in court with the argument that 111(d) requires 
standards to be set for emission sources, as in individual 
power plants, rather than systems of emission sources, as 
in fleets of power plants. The Clean Air Task Force has 
proposed a framework that takes this tack.18

BSER defined at electricity sector

An even broader approach than those above would be 
to treat the entire electricity system, including electricity 
consumers, as the system. EPA would consider not only 

what emission reductions are feasible through actions 
taken at power plants, but also what reductions could 
be achieved by reducing demand for fossil-generated 
electricity. Measures to reduce demand would include 
consumer-side efficiency improvements and increased 
generation from renewable, nuclear, and other zero- 
and low-carbon sources. For example, improvements in 
industrial, building, and appliance efficiency could yield 
significant emission reductions at relatively low costs. 
Since the system in this approach encompasses the entire 
power sector, the emissions standard would not neces-
sarily be set at the power plant level. Instead, a standard 
could be set at the sector level. That is, the entire power 
sector of a state would have to achieve a certain annual 
emissions rate. This state-wide limit could be imposed in 
the form of plant-level standards for individual plants. 
Of the four possible approaches discussed here, this 
has the potential to drive maximum reductions due to 
the number of emission reduction measures EPA could 
consider when setting the standard. As with the fleet-
wide approach, this system-wide approach would be 
unprecedented. This type of rule may be challenged with 
an argument similar to that against a fleet-wide rule: A 
standard has to be set that is achievable by power plants 
and cannot force action by unregulated entities such as 
renewable generators. The Natural Resources Defense 
Council has developed an approach that follows this 
model.19

TABLE 1: Summary of Likely BSER Options

BSER DEFINITION MEASURES INCLUDED STRINGENCY LEGALITY

Plant level / single fuel Efficiency improvements at 
the power plant

Minimum Precedent exists, but 
vulnerable for being too 
weak

Plant level / fuel switching Measures above plus fuel-
switching and co-firing

Broad range possible Legally unprecedented

Fleet level Measures above plus 
changes in power plant 
dispatch order

Broad range possible Legally unprecedented

System level Measures above plus 
demand reduction through 
renewable generation and/
or demand-side efficiency

Maximum Legally unprecedented
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STANDARD CATEGORIZATION

In addition to establishing the scope of BSER, EPA must 
decide whether to apply the same standard to all plants, 
or to establish categories of power plants, each with 
a unique standard. Historically, EPA generally crafts 
different regulations for different categories of facility, 
depending on the type of fuel used. The basic options 
include:

One standard

At one extreme, every power plant would have to meet 
a given emissions standard, regardless of fuel type or 
power plant structure. A standard that would be ambi-
tious but achievable for coal plants would require virtu-
ally no reductions at gas plants. However, combined with 
a broad trading program (if allowed by EPA), described 
further below, a more stringent single standard could 
drive reductions in both coal and gas plants. As gas 
plants would be able to sell allowances to coal plants, 
they would have an incentive to cut emissions even if 
already below the standard. In 2012, EPA proposed a 
single standard for new power plants regardless of fuel 
under Section 111(b), but withdrew this in 2013 in favor 

of a proposed standard for coal and two for gas, depend-
ing on plant size.

One standard for each fuel

EPA could alternatively set one standard for gas-fueled 
plants and another for plants fueled by coal. (Other 
possible categories include oil and biomass.) Since coal 
plants inherently emit much more carbon dioxide than 
gas plants, developing separate standards could require 
emission reductions at both types. Similarly, EPA could 
set separate standards for plants using different types of 
coal (e.g. bituminous, sub-bituminous, lignite).

Subcategorization according to factors other than fuel

EPA could alternatively choose to divide plants into 
categories narrower than those based on fuel alone. 
These might include plant technology, age, or location. 
This approach could allow for greater total cuts because 
reductions would be driven at each type of plant. In its 
proposed carbon dioxide performance standard for 
new power plants, EPA is proposing separate standards 
for smaller gas plants, which generally use less efficient 
simple-cycle technology, and larger gas plants, which 
generally use combined-cycle technology. 

STATE IMPLEMENTATION PATHWAYS
A state will likely have two major pathways to imple-
ment EPA’s guidelines: following the EPA model rule 
or developing its own program and demonstrating its 
“equivalency.” States already implementing measures 
to reduce power plant emissions will likely seek to have 
them deemed equivalent.

MODEL RULE

The EPA guidelines will very likely include a model rule, 
which states can choose to adopt directly. That is, states 
will have the option to implement a program designed 
by EPA to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from exist-
ing power plants. Since Section 111(d) and its associated 
regulations are written in broad terms, and since there 
is little precedent for EPA to follow, EPA appears to have 
relatively broad latitude in what it can consider as compli-
ance options. As discussed in the previous section, the 

model rule could impose a specific performance stan-
dard on each individual plant, or it could allow compli-
ance flexibility through an emissions averaging program, 
through which a state’s fleet could comply by achieving 
the performance standard on an aggregate basis. 

STATE-DEVELOPED RULE

States desiring to forgo EPA’s model rule and utilize a 
new or existing program would need to demonstrate that 
the emission reductions that would be achieved through 
its implementation plan would be equivalent, at a state-
wide level, to those mandated by EPA guidelines. States 
choosing to develop their own plans would likely be 
allowed a broader array of implementation options than 
those available under EPA’s model rule. Regardless of the 
approach a state chooses, compliance options would have 
to include at least the reduction technologies and strate-
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gies on which the performance standard would be based. 
For example, if EPA sets the performance standard based 
on what is achievable with fuel-switching, power plants 
will at least be allowed to employ fuel-switching to meet 
the standard. 

One likely option for states developing their own 
plans is a mass-based approach, wherein the plan would 
be based on the total mass of greenhouse gases the state 
emits each year. The state would multiply its annual fossil 
fuel-fired generation20 by EPA’s performance standard 
to calculate a budget for annual power sector emissions. 
The state would then develop policies and programs, 
within bounds set by EPA in its guidelines, to achieve this 
level of statewide emissions. The state could take advan-
tage of existing programs for this purpose. For example, 
California or the states in the Northeast’s Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) might use their emis-
sions reduction programs to demonstrate that they are 
already achieving an equivalent level of reductions, and 
would therefore not have to impose additional regula-
tions. States might also choose to leverage existing power 
plant standards,21 renewable portfolio standards (RPS),22 
energy efficiency resource standards,23 a carbon tax, and 
other policies24 to demonstrate equivalency. 

The least flexible option for a state developing its 
SIP would be to require each plant to demonstrate that 
its greenhouse gas emissions rate is at or below the 
standard, forcing plants in non-compliance to employ 
efficiency improvements or fuel-switching to achieve this 
target, or to shut down. To add flexibility, a state may 
be allowed to include an averaging program, in which 
a single power plant operator would be able to average 
the emissions of its entire fleet to meet the standard. 
For maximum flexibility, a state may be authorized to 
implement an allowance trading program, in which plant 
operators could leverage opportunities outside the fence 
line such as customer-side efficiency and generation from 
zero-carbon sources such as renewables or nuclear. Un-
der this scenario, these types of projects could generate 
credits or allowances that a regulated power plant could 
purchase as an alternative to reducing its own emissions.

ALLOWANCE TRADING

There are different types of allowance trading pro-
grams a state might choose to implement, such as a 
baseline-credit system, similar to the program EPA uses 
for vehicular greenhouse gas emission standards, or a 
cap-and-trade system, such as that used in RGGI. The 
flexibility inherent in these market mechanisms tends 

to make them more cost effective than command-and-
control measures.25

Under the baseline-credit system, plants that oper-
ate below the performance standard would earn credits 
based on how many units of electricity are generated and 
the difference between the standard and the actual emis-
sions rate. These credits could then be sold to plants that 
are emitting above the performance standard so that 
all plants involved meet the standard on average. Under 
this approach, the total number of credits in the system 
would not be limited, meaning total emissions would be 
allowed to increase if electricity generation increased. 
States could choose to credit projects that reduce green-
house gas emissions in the power sector, such as energy 
efficiency or zero-carbon generation from nuclear or 
renewables. 

A cap-and-trade system also involves tradable credits 
(generally called allowances in this context), but would 
limit total greenhouse gas emissions from the power 
sector. Under this system, each plant could be allocated 
emission allowances annually based on a calculation that 
includes the established performance standard and some 
measure of electricity production.26 A plant would then 
have to surrender an allowance for each ton (or other 
denomination) of greenhouse gas it emitted during the 
year. Unlike the baseline-credit system, plants operating 
below the standard would not generate new credits, but 
instead would have excess allowances to sell to plants 
whose annual emissions exceed their allowances. 

A trading program for power plant emission credits or 
allowances may feature restrictions on the extent of trad-
ing, each with its own legal and economic implications:

•	 Intra-plant trading: Multi-unit plants could com-
ply as a single entity, with trading among units 
within the plant allowed. A program like this 
might also be referred to as “unit averaging;” 

•	 Intra-operator trading: A power plant operator 
could trade among the power plants within its 
control. This could or could not also be limited by 
state borders. A program like this might also be 
referred to as “plant averaging;”

•	 Intra-state trading: Separate operators could be 
allowed to trade with each other, provided that 
the trades occurred among power plants located 
in a single state; or

•	 Interstate trading: Separate operators could 
trade with each other, including across state 
borders.
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For any inter-plant trading program, a state would 
also have to determine whether trading would be allowed 
among different source categories. Cross-state trading 
would depend on the development and implementation 
of regional or national systems that monitor, verify, and 
account for allowances in a consistent manner. States 
might be given the option to join an existing program, 
such as RGGI or the Western Climate Initiative (WCI), or 
to create a new program.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Under the trading systems discussed above, it would be 
relatively straightforward for a state to include emission 
reductions achieved through programs that operate out-
side of the fence line. For example, if a state has an RPS, 
it could fold that into its 111(d) SIP by allowing renew-
able generators to earn tradable credits, which fossil fuel 
power plants could purchase to demonstrate compliance 
with required emission cuts. Alternatively, a state could 
seek to demonstrate to EPA that the emission reduc-
tions from its RPS meet EPA guidelines without creating 
a credit system. A state might do this by calculating the 
amount of statewide emissions avoided by the generation 
of zero-carbon electricity without apportioning these 
savings to individual power plants in any way. However, it 
is legally uncertain whether states can implement 111(d) 
guidelines without setting enforceable limits or credit 
requirements for power plants.

It might also be possible for implementation to be 
guided by independent system operators (ISOs), which 

manage regional electricity systems across the country. 
ISOs typically choose which generation sources will be 
deployed to meet demand based on cost alone. To reduce 
system-wide emissions, ISOs could develop a pricing 
mechanism that adds a premium to account for the rela-
tive carbon dioxide emissions of each source. That is, 
high-carbon sources such as coal would become much 
more expensive, lower-carbon sources such as gas would 
become slightly more expensive, and zero-carbon sources 
such as nuclear would not be directly affected. The pre-
miums collected by the ISO could then be returned to 
electricity consumers to mitigate the increase in the rates 
they pay. Such an approach would be contingent on EPA 
allowing states within a regional power market to meet 
regional targets rather than state-specific targets.27

In the situations described above where compliance 
is achieved through any measures outside the fence line, 
EPA may face a challenge in verifying emission reduc-
tions. All large power plants are already required to 
monitor their greenhouse gas emissions, meaning mea-
sures inside the fence line will be relatively easy for state 
and EPA regulators to verify.28 However, if a state chooses 
to use demand-side efficiency measures as a compliance 
tool, the state may have to implement a monitoring meth-
odology to ensure reductions in electricity demand are 
actually occurring due to these measures. Alternatively, 
EPA may allow states to rely solely on direct power plant 
monitoring regardless of the measures implemented to 
reduce emissions. A successful demand-side efficiency 
program should reduce power plant emissions regardless 
of whether the demand reductions are directly verified. 

CONCLUSION
With little guidance available from the Clean Air Act 
language or past rules, it is difficult to predict what EPA 
might include in its proposed performance standard for 
greenhouse gas emissions from existing power plants. 
There are strong legal and policy arguments on all sides 
of each issue addressed in this brief, and EPA’s final 
rule will likely be challenged for being too lax or too 

stringent – and it is possible that EPA will be sued from 
both sides at once. That said, a better understanding 
of the options and implications EPA faces as it sets the 
performance standard and determines what implemen-
tation options will be available to states will help state 
policymakers and members of the public engage in the 
rulemaking process.
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TABLE 2: Key EPA Decisions for 111(d) Guideline Development

DECISION OPTIONS PREREQUISITES

Basis for performance standard / 
Definition of “Best System of Emission 
Reduction”

Plant-level efficiency improvements Separate standards for different fuels 
and/or allowance trading

Efficiency improvements and fuel 
switching

Separate standards for different fuels 
and/or allowance trading

Fleet-level changes Allowance trading

Electric system changes Allowance trading

Type of standard Rate-based None

Mass-based None

Format of standard (if rate-based) Pounds CO2 / MWh Separate standard for different fuels 
and/or allowance trading

Percentage reduction None

Categorization Single standard for all plants Allowance trading and/or percentage 
reduction requirement

Single standard per fuel None

Separate standards for different 
technologies

None

Compliance options Plant-level efficiency improvements None

Efficiency improvements and fuel 
switching

None

Fleet-level changes Allowance trading infrastructure

Electric system changes Monitoring and verification 
infrastructure to quantify reductions 
outside of generation; allowance 
trading infrastructure

Allowance trading: Basics Not allowed More than a single standard and/or a 
percentage reduction standard

Allowed among units at a single plant More than a single standard and/or a 
percentage reduction standard

Allowed among plants controlled by a 
single operator

More than a single standard and/or a 
percentage reduction standard

Allowed between operators Allowance trading infrastructure

Allowance trading: Fuels Trading across fuels not allowed More than one performance standard 
and/or standard in the form of 
percentage reduction

Trading across fuels allowed Allowance trading allowed

Allowance trading: Geographical Trading across state lines not allowed None

Trading across state lines allowed Allowance trading allowed; interstate 
system created (or existing systems 
expanded) to regulate trading
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